SGRT

Sight Glass Removal Tool
Fits exactly in the slot to take out 1” sight glasses.

FlexConnect - FlexCon34-6/FlexConBULK
A no-glue/adhesive coupling for 3/4" PVC
condensate lines. Provides access for drain
clearing on new installs where required. Great
for repairing cut lines in a hurry

EL10

1/4" x 1/4" Humidifer Solenoid - UHS99
24V Solenoid direct replacement for the
Aprilaire 4040 and any other 1/4" x 1/4"
compression humidifier solenoid. Fittings are
thread sealed and installed

Easy Leveler Furnace Legs
These handy furnace legs will level the furnace
by turning internal carriage bolts so that high
efficiency furnaces and AC units can safely drain
damaging condensate.
POP3, 5,10,15, 20

Black Expanding Hose - BX50
This new and improved expanding hose is
perfect for any contractor's truck. Lightweight
and durable. Brass fittings include a ball valve.
50' - and it shrinks to 25' when water pressure is
removed - no bringing water back to the truck

LI’L Popper
These 3-20 amp
manual reset circuit
breakers plug into
the residential or
commercial equipment
control boards, where the ATC fuse would be..
Manual reset button to used instead of
burning up fuses while diagnosing control
circuit problems.

Tools & Controls for the
Professional Technician
Contact: Alex Newkold
Phone: (937) 898-0391
Email: alex@espcompany.com

QuickBlast - QB1
Condensate isolation and blow out valve.
Simply turn the valve 90 degrees to isolate,
provide pressurized nitrogen or CO2
upstream, then downstream, and open the
valve back up. Line is clear and clogs are
history
FF75

Ole Switcheroo Furnace Magnet
Holds down pop out switches so the technician
can work on equipment, with the panel removed.

ZT10

Z-Tool
Z-Tool has a 1/4” x 5/16” swivel socket head
design to remove sheet metal screws in tight
places. Perfect for flame sensing rod removal.

RSS495/498

Universal Air Switches
These two do the same as the NS2 with a larger
standard footprint but not with as wide a set
point range. The 495 runs from .25 to 1”, and the
498, from 1-4”.

Board Removal Tool - BRT10
This dual sided tool compresses the two most
common sizes of standoffs in the industry.
Precision designed and drilled for perfect
compression every time

UHS24 and UHS120
GB10
CGR10
Universal Humidifier Solenoid
These 24 or 120V solenoid kits contain all necessary fittings to replace 99% of failed humidifier
solenoids today. Just change out the fittings in
the body to replicate Aprilaire, General, Skuttle,
Honeywell, Carrier, Trane, and many more.
NS2

Finny’s Gasket Book
This garlock gasket book
contains 36 commonly used
gaskets for compressor rotolock
and pad valves. Also contains
a variety of cage assembly gaskets, and a blank
sheet for custom cutting.

The Core Gripper
The Core Gripper grabs and removes schraeder
valves with a quick twist.

AW12 and 58
PE44

Universal Air Switch
The NS2 small footprint air switch mimics the
same size air switch as the IS2 Honeywell exact
set point. The difference being that NS2 replaces
them all with an internal spring changeout and
can be set anywhere from .1 to 10 inches water
column. Utilize a Fieldpiece SDMN6.

Anti Windmill Brake
Anti Windmill brakes slide down
over condenser fan motor shafts
to stop reverse motor rotation
due to windage, that can
contribute to motor failure.

Pin Extractor Tool
This unit pops pins out of useless molex plugs
so that they can be pushed back into the correct
plug during control replacement.

TP35
ST1236-31

ThermoPlug
On at 35 F, off at 45 F 120V thermostat for heat
tapes and other 120V heaters

Square air switch tubing - SQAST-5
5' of 3/16", no-kink square neoprene air
switch tubing.
-40 to +300 F temp rating. Also
available in silicone - up to +400 F
ALDP

Sure Temp Thermometer
This patented thermometer has a sensor that is
surrounded by a glycol well, that effectively slows
the reaction time of the thermometer. So short
term ambient changes in a cooler or freezer are
not reflected on the thermometer. Supplied with
zip ring mounting.

Propane Charging Hoses - SHOSE-XX
These charging hoses are rated for propane, and
because of their small diameter, there is minimal
charge loss in the hose. Great for any crytically
charged HFC or HCFC system as well

Air Switch Tubing Repair Kit
Replace corroded tubing without replacing the
entire tube. Contains 2 each of the following: 3"
square silicone, 3" square neoprene, double
barb fitting

High Pressure Control Hose - HPCH-XX
UL Rated to 1000 psi working, 5000 psi burst.
These pressure control hose come in various
lengths - 12", 18", 24", and 36". POE,
Alkylbenzene, and Mineral Oil approved. Avoid
common issues caused by vibration on pressure
connections

VP24
NT02

AC Leaf and Debris Protector
This 4’ x 4’ x 4’ net with 1/4” mesh has an elastic
edge that grips underneath the condensing unit
after the net is pulled over the unit. Keeps out
unwanted debris that naturally falls thru the
upper grille, and clogs air flow when the season
starts again. Other covers are solid, and if forgotten
during spring start up can blow compressors.

Little Black Box
This handy control module provides 24V from
two Fieldpiece test leads. Perfect for testing
controls at the wholesalers counter, and can be
used in the field by techs to test all controls in a
system that does not have power.

N-Take II
This patented flapper valve opens for alternative
combustion intake, when snow or ice clogs the
outdoor opening. Simple to install anywhere
inside the house, in crawl space, attic, or above
the furnace depending upon local codes.
Stops No Heat calls!!!!.

